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When constructed by Franklin H. Gruber in 1882, the
Gruber Wagon Works was situated in Pleasant Valley on Licking
Creek, a tributary of Tulpehocken Creek. The factory remained
there 9^ years, until 1976, undisturbed and unaltered except
as a result of modifications made by the Grubers. Franklin
Gruber f s descendants stopped manufacturing wagons in the 1950 f s
but continued to make wagon repairs in the factory until 1972.
By that time the wagon works, which still had all its original
tools and machinery plus a supply of building materials, had
been recognized as a unique intact example of an important
19th-century American industry and had been listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. The factory's future
was clouded, however, by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers'
Blue Marsh Lake project, which called for impounding Tulpehocken
Creek and flooding 2200 acres, including the site of the
wagon works.
Fortunately, after 197 1*, the Moss-Bennett Act made it
possible for Federal agencies to spend up to 1 percent of a
project's funds for the survey and recovery of historical,
archeological, or paleontological material, and so the Corps
developed plans to dismantle the wagon works and move it some
5 miles east to a similar but safer setting. An independent
contractor, National Heritage Corporation of West Chester, Pa.,
carried out the relocation in late 1976 and early 1977. The
new location resembles the old one, as the factory sits near
the north bank of the Tulpehocken and near the now abandoned
Union Canal and the Red Covered Bridge, an 1867 edifice that is
the longest extant single span bridge in Pennsylvania. The
building, which was moved in sections, has now been reassembled,
and restorative work is proceeding. Eventually all tools,
machines, and building materials will be put back in their
proper places, just as the Grubers left them. When this task
is completed, ownership of the factory, which rests now with
the Corps, will be transferred to Berks County, which owns the
new site, and the factory will be maintained as a historical
museum. It will form a portion of the 5-mile-long Tulpehocken
Creek Valley Park, which includes the Red Covered Bridge, a
portion of the Union Canal that may be restored, and the Union
Canal Bicycle and Walking Trail (a National Recreation Trail).
The wagon works is a 2 1/2-story, cross-shaped, gableroofed, frame structure that consisted originally of a single
rectangular 2 1/2-story main block and a small ell. In 1905-6
the Grubers added a 2 1/2-story ell to the northwest (front)
of the building to house a hand-operated elevator and a painting
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Until the automobile came into widespread use early in
the 20th century, wagons, carriages, and horse-cars represented
the most common forms of land-based vehicular transportation in
the United States. Not even railroads surpassed them. In fact,
according to historian Richard Hegel, "the new wealth created by
the railroads stimulated rather than depressed the [carriagebuilding] industry." 1 Meeting this demand required the output
of both large manufacturing firms like Studebaker and small
rural factories like the Gruber Wagon Works, each of which
outstandingly represented its particular facet of the wagonand-carriage-building industry.
Situated in the vicinity of Pennsylvania's famous Conestoga
wagon-making region, the family-owned-and-operated Gruber factory
produced both standard farm wagons and custom vehicles from 1882
until the 1950 f s. Today it endures in a state of almost complete
preservation, including machinery, tools, and materials, and is
the foremost extant example of what was once an essential
American industry. "'Extraordinary does not say it, 1 " declares
Robert M, Vogel, Curator at the Smithsonian 1 s National Museum of
History and Technology. Hf While there are a number of small
19th century factories in the United States that survive with
their machinery and other equipment intact, I know of no other
where this is true to the extent that it is at Gruber f s . . .
(It) is nothing less than a three-dimensional document of one
particular American industry, fixed within a particular, narrow
time frame.'"^
The Gruber factory is a 2 1/2-story, cross-shaped, frame
building that in 1972, when the Grubers ceased using it as a
wagon-repair facility, faced a future clouded by U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers plans to create Blue Marsh Lake. When that
(continued)
1Richard Hegel, Carriages from New Haven; New Haven's
Nineteenth-Century Carriage Industry (Hamden, Conn., 1974)» 6.
^Quoted in James Kahn, "History Takes a Step Forward,"
Water Spectrum, VII (Fall, 1975), 40.
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and drying division. The factory rests on a stone-rubble
foundation, has a partial basement, features slate shingle
roofing, and is lighted by six-over-six sash windows symetrically
placed. A pair of red brick interior chimneys pierce the roof
crest; one is near each end of the elongated section.
Pacing northwest and oriented northeast to southwest,
just as on its original site, the factory includes several
departments. There is a blacksmith shop, wood shop, bench shop,
and painting area, all of which are fully equipped. Either on
the first floor or destined to be returned to it when restoration
is completed are a forge, a spoke tenoning machine, a hub boring
device, a mortising apparatus, and various saws, shapers, sanders,
and other implements. Most of these are belt driven from an
overhead drive system powered by a 1906 Otto gasoline engine.
Also downstairs are several tool-laden work benches and a small
office that is set in an original octagonal bay along the southeast wall. The second floor contains the apparatus of the paint
department, while the third holds various supplies and spare
parts. The three floors are connected by the 1905-6 handoperated elevator which moved wagons and parts along a vertical
assembly line.
Restoration plans for the Gruber Wagon Works also include
the original outhouse and iron storage shed. The former will
be situated rear of the factory and the latter will be positioned
southwest of the works.
Boundary Justification. Included within the boundary of the
nominated property are the main building of the Gruber Wagon
Works, its two outbuildings, and approximately 12 acres. On
the north side of the nominated property the boundary corresponds with the county property line; on the west it parallels
the county property line and Red Bridge Road; on the south it
parallels the county property line and Tulpehocken Creek; and
on the east it begins at a bend in Tulpehocken Creek and extends
north along a plane roughly parallel with the west boundary.
(continued)
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Boundary Description. As indicated in red on the accompanying
maps [(1) U.S.G.S. 7.5' Series, Pa., Reading Quad., 1956,
photorevised 1968; and (2) AASLH Sketch Map, 19773, a line
beginning at a railroad spike on the east side of Red Covered
Bridge Road about 770 feet north of the north bank of Tulpehocken
Creek and extending south along N. 8° 28' W. a distance of 148.54
feet to a spike; thence, south along N. 15° 24' ¥. a distance
of 242.77 feet to a spike; thence, south along N. 21° 57 f 20"
W. a distance of 221.34 feet to a spike; thence, south in a
direct line approximately 150 feet to a point of the north bank
of Tulpehocken Creek immediately underneath the east side of
Red Covered Bridge; thence, east approximately 800 feet to an
unmarked point on the north bank of Tulpehocken Creek where
said creek bends sharply to the south; thence northwestward
approximately 650 feet in a direct line to a marble stone planted
December 1972; thence, west along N. 51° 07 f 50" E. a distance
of 78.18 feet to a marble stone; thence west along N. 70° 57' E.
a distance of 466.22 feet to the point of beginning.
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flood-control project was completed, water from impounded
Tulpehocken Creek would inundate the factory and its surroundings.
Under the Moss-Bennett Act of 197*1, however, the Corps arranged
for relocation and restoration of the historic wagon works in a
similar setting only 5 miles east of the original site. Workmen
completed the move in 1976 and the reassembly in 1977. Currently
restoration is nearing completion.
History
Until the onset of the automobile early in the 20th century,
wagons, carriages, and horse-carts were essential modes of overland transportation in the United States. During most of the
colonial period, for example, horses and wagons provided Americans
their only common means of nonpedestrian travel. According to
George Shumway, an expert on the history of Conestoga wagons,
some colonists brought wagons from Europe, but gradually colonial
artisans began fabricating them here. One of the first American
wagon-making centers evolved in eastern Pennsylvania's Conestoga
Valley, where sturdy vehicles were manufactured to move goods
from Philadelphia to Lancaster and beyond. Although the oldest
known curved-bottom Conestoga-type wagons date from the early
1800's, Shumway speculates that Lancaster County craftsmen
began making them during the first half of the 18th century.3
Not many fancy vehicles—coaches and carriages—were in use
until after the Revolution, when rapid development of roads
and turnpikes sparked a parallel increase in stagecoach travel.
The growth of railroads after about 1830 provided a whole new
method of travel, but contrary to what many people expected,
"the railroads," says historian Richard Hegel, "stimulated rather
than depressed the [carriage-building] industry." Later the
Civil War boosted it further. Because of the government's
need for wagons, "quite a number of new wagon building firms
sprang up." Moreover, "the quick populating of the.west after
the War added further opportunities for the trade."^ Even
after completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869,
wagons continued for many years to be a chief means of moving
people and things into and across that vast region.
- i
(continued)
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^George Shumway, Edward Durell, and Howard C. Prey, Conestoga
Wagon, 1730-1850: Freight Carrier for 100 Years of America's
Westward Expansion, 2d edition (York, Pa., 1966), 14.
Carriages from New Haven, 6-7.
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Meeting this demand for wagons, carriages, and similar
vehicles required the output of both large manufacturing firms
like Studebaker and small rural factories like the Gruber Wagon
Works, each of which outstandingly represented its particular
facet of the wagon-and-carriage-building industry. Situated
west of Reading, Pa., on a small tributary of Tulpehocken
Creek, the family-owned-and-operated Gruber factory produced
both standard farm wagons and custom vehicles from 1882 until
the 1950 f s. Today, although moved to a new site ab,out five
miles distant from its original location but still near the
Tulpehocken, the factory endures in a state of almost complete
preservation, including machinery, tools, and materials, and is
the foremost extant example of what was once an essential
American industry. "'Extraordinary does not say it, 1 " declares
Robert M. Vogel, Curator at the Smithsonian 1 s National Museum of
History and Technology. "'While there are a number of small
19th century factories in the United States that survive with
their machinery and other equipment intact, I know of no other
where this is true to the extent that it is at Gruber's . . .
(It) is nothing less than a three-dimensional document of one
particular American industry, fixed within a particular, narrow
time frame.'"5
Franklin H. Gruber founded the Gruber Wagon Works and with
his four sons built wagons initially by hand, using axes, saws,
frows, drills, and other implements. Eventually a simple horsedrawn turnstile and later a small water wheel provided some
power. Over the years the Grubers established a reputation for
fine craftsmanship, and their business grew steadily until they
were selling farm wagons as far away as Ohio and Indiana. Part
of the Grubers' success stemmed from their willingness to adopt
new machinery as it became available. If they could not afford
to buy a particular piece of equipment, they designed and made
it themselves, and in time band saws, lathes, and power sanders
speeded their manufacturing process. Between 1896 and 1906 a
steam engine drove the Gruber machinery by means of an overhead
belt system, and after 1906 an Otto gasoline engine with a 7inch piston and a pair of 5-foot flywheels drove the equipment.
(continued)
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In 1908 the Grubers added a West tire setter. It drew power
from a hydraulic pump and set unheated metal rims on wagon wheels
Apparently at first this machine created concern among some
customers who believed there was no satisfactory substitute
for firing rims and setting them by hand.
The Gruber Wagon Works reached peak production during the
1920 f s, when it employed 20 men 6 days a week and turned out
about 100 vehicles each year. After the Grubers shut down the
manufacturing operation in the 1950 f s, some family members
continued to use the factory for repair work until 1972. Through
the years the Grubers added to their facility, as in 1905
then they appended a hand-operated elevator and shed, but when
they stopped work completely in the seventies, the main block
of the building remained essentially unchanged. Moreover all
the tools, machinery, and materials that the family had accumulated since 1882 lay intact, waiting to be put to use again.
A year before the Grubers closed the factory it was placed
on the National Register of Historic Places, but its future
was clouded by a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers flood-control
project that called for impounding Tulpehocken Creek and flooding
2200 acres, including the site of the wagon works. After 1974,
however, when the Moss-Bennett Act made it possible for Federal
agencies to spend up to 1 percent of a project's funds for the
survey and recovery of historical, archeological, or paleontological material, the Corps developed plans to dismantle the
wagon works and move it some 5 miles east to a similar but
safer setting. An independent contractor carried out the
relocation in late 1976 and early 1977. The factory building,
which was moved in sections, has now been reassembled, and
restorative work is proceeding. Eventually all tools, machines,
and building materials will be put back in their proper places,
just as the Grubers left them. When this task is completed,
ownership of the factory, which rests now with the Corps, will
be transferred to Berks County, which owns the new site, and
the factory will be maintained as a historical museum.
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